
Given the circumstances of the Pandemic, the Tompkins County Office of Human 
Rights will not be holding the Arts Competition event this year. Instead, starting 
this week, we will display the work of students (without their names) who turned 
in artwork for 2020, on our website and Facebook pages. As we are not holding 
the competition, awards will not be given this time.

The Human Rights Commission, and the staff of the Office of Human Rights, would 
like to thank all the students, teachers and their respective schools, for their 
contributions and for their interpretation of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights.
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BELLE SHERMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1st GRADE

BEVERLY J. MARTIN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

GRADES 3rd-5th

























LANSING CENTRAL SCHOOL
Grade 3rd



To Belong

To belong means
feeling welcome
happy
safe
and loved.

A refugee is looking for refuge.
Refuge means safety and shelter.
A refugee has
no choice but to leave,
lost money and tie and feelings and family
and it’s all now so confusing.
Overwhelming.
She arrives at a camp.
She feels unhappy, homesick and stuck.
And maybe a tiny bit of hope.

To belong means
feeling welcome
happy
safe
and loved.

She now has a new home in a
new country.
Some people say refugees are
taking their jobs.
Some people are worried that she will need
money from their government.
She feels unsafe and uncertain.
Unheard.



CAYUGA HEIGHTS 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

4TH GRADE



#18 Freedom of religion or belief



#24. Right to education



BOYNTON MIDDLE SCHOOL
GRADE 6TH





1. Everyone is born free and equal rights



13. Freedom of movement



16. Everyone has the right to get married



26. Everyone has right to education



26. Everyone has the right to education



19. Everyone has right of freedom and expression





#1. All Human beings are free and equal



#1. All human beings are born free and equal



#2. No discrimination



#2. No discrimination





#21. Right to vote





#19 Freedom of Expression



#4 Freedom from slavery



21. Everyone has the right to vote
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Free an Equal

Being free is a right
Being equal is a right
How the world turns for the good and for the bad
We all have to learn we all deserve a second chance
Why should some be forced to do something dreaded and some have the finest and best of
everything
It’s a mysterious world we live in people with power and people with nothing not even something
on the soles of their feet
It’s like the good people do nothing and let the bad boys win
We need to be fair we need to be true
This world could be its perfectly imperfect self if we all pitched in
How far we have to come but there is always room for improvement
Equality for all freedom is key
Being free is a right
Being equal is a right





Our Rights

Everyone is different
Everyone is also the same
We are our own person
We also all have rights

My very last right in line
Quite clearly states
No one can take my rights away
My rights are all mine

Right number 30
Protects all my rights
From any being on the earth
Who tries to take them away

Our rights belong to us
There is no need to make a fuss
No one can’t take them away















THESE RIGHTS BELONG TO YOU NO MATTER WHAT

These rights are yours no matter what
Black, White, Asian, European they’re yours
Male, female, queer, rich, poor they’re yours

There are 30 rights but not all get them
Some People are born in captivity
Some People get violated because of their race

There are 30 rights but not all get them
Some People aren’t born safe
The law picks and choose who they protect

There are 30 rights but not all get them
People get their rights taken away everyday
Not all get the education they need

There are 30 rights but not all get them
People get killed for practicing their religion
Not all people can share their opinion without getting imprisoned

















LEHMAN ALTERNATIVE 
COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Grade 6TH-12th




































































